Group 16 Bakhita Project Stage 1: Gregory, Cris, Brandt, Sassia & Annabelle

Picture 1: This is the map that came through me (Annabelle) during the holiday break inspired by images
from my ancestral past. On one dimension, the Map-Board depicts a flat-world journey with flat-world
narratives. On another dimension, the Map -Board appeared to invite engagement with Map Beings
through play and inquiry. The "jewels" in the map entered initially as portals signaling a journey to a
hidden yet equally present dimension.
When we met again as a group, after the break, I shared the Map-Board with the group and then we
collectively developed the following game instructions to engage the Map Board Images/Beings
Game instructions:
(Preliminary: We set an order of participants - "our person" is the person who follows our name
alphabetically).
OPTIONAL: Open & close a ritual space while engaging this process, ie., lighting a candle, setting an
intention, etc.
1. Annabelle sends out a picture of the map-board to the group.
2. Each of us chooses an image we are drawn to on the map-board
3. Each of us sends the image and a question (for the image) to our person on the list
4. Upon receiving the image and the question, we evoke the imaginal realm to go on a journey, and from
that journey, write a caption received from the image.
5. We send the caption only to our person, who will receive/create an image from the caption received,
and will proceed to send the image only to their person
6. Their person creates a caption from the new image received.
7. Upon completing our part of the process, we each add our images and questions, and our images and
captions to the following google doc:
8. Confusion, disorientation and unforeseen twists are welcome.
The object of the game was never to compete with one another but rather, to uncover what could emerge
as a result of us coming together. While some of it was expressed visually here, I want to acknowledge
that our interactions sparked more than what these images express or that perhaps can be "captured".

Picture 2: A new Map-Board/collage that emerged from the engagement with the Map Images and one
another:

Picture 3:
A new image that emerged through
Cris from the inquiry questions from
the game:

